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Abstract: The Large Hadron Collider provides us new opportunities to search for the
origin of neutrino mass. Beyond the minimal see-saw models a plethora of models exist
which realise neutrino mass at tree- or loop-level, and it is important to be sure that these
possibilities are satisfactorily covered by searches. The purpose of this paper is to advance a
systematic approach to this problem. Majorana neutrino mass models can be organised by
SM-gauge-invariant operators which violate lepton number by two units. In this paper we
write down the minimal ultraviolet completions for all of the mass-dimension 7 operators.
We predict vector-like quarks, vector-like leptons, scalar leptoquarks, a charged scalar,
a scalar doublet, and a scalar quadruplet, whose properties are constrained by neutrino
oscillation data. A detailed collider study is presented forO3 = LLQd¯H andO8 = Ld¯e¯†u¯†H
completions with a vector-like quark χ ∼ (3, 2,−56) and a leptoquark φ ∼ (3¯, 1, 13). The
existing LHC limits extracted from searches for vector-like fermions and sbottoms/stops
are mχ & 620 GeV and mφ & 600 GeV.
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1 Introduction
Neutrino oscillation experiments [1–14] have established that neutrinos change flavour in a
manner that is perfectly consistent with the standard mechanism: the flavour eigenstates
are unitary superpositions of non-degenerate mass eigenstates that, after creation, evolve in
time as free particles. The origin of the required neutrino masses and mixings continues to
be one of the outstanding problems in particle physics. The neutrinos have unusually small
masses (sub-eV) and the leptonic unitary (PMNS) mixing matrix [15] is of a different qual-
itative form from the quark analogue. These observations, especially the former, strongly
suggest that the neutrino mass generation mechanism is different from that of the charged
fermions. A key distinguishing feature is that neutrinos may be Majorana fermions, the
case we consider in this paper.
A much-studied possibility is that neutrinos may pick up mass at tree-level through one
of the see-saw mechanisms [16–27]. Another generic possibility, the focus of this work, is that
the origin is radiative, at 1- to 3-loop order [26, 28–31]. One reason to be interested in such
models is that the new physics required may be searched for, or non-trivially constrained,
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)1, in addition to having flavour-violation signatures.
A challenge is that there are many viable radiative models, and one wishes to study
them in as generic and inclusive a way as possible. One very good way to approach this
task is to begin with gauge-invariant effective operators that violate lepton-number by two
units (∆L = 2), constructed out of standard model (SM) fields [38–40]. These operators,
which Babu and Leung [38] systematically classified for mass dimensions 5, 7, 9 and 11,
produce vertices that feature in loop-level graphs generating Majorana masses (and mix-
ing angles and phases). By opening up the operators in all possible ways subject to some
minimality assumptions, one may in principle construct all candidate renormalizable mod-
els that yield radiative Majorana neutrino masses consistent with those assumptions [40].
Following Ref. [40] we restrict ourselves to tree-level UV completions. Alternatively neu-
trino mass models can be classified according to a subset of ∆L = 2 operators of the form
LLHH(H†H)n, which has been pursued in Refs. [41–43].
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we write down the candidate models implied
by opening up all of the dimension-7 (D7) operators in the Babu-Leung list, subject to the
following minimality assumptions: (a) The gauge symmetry is that of the SM only, and
effective operators containing gauge fields are excluded from consideration. (b) The exotic
particles that are integrated-out to produce the effective operators are either scalars, vector-
like fermions or Majorana fermions. The Appendix is a compendium of all of the candidate
models.
The second purpose is to do a detailed study of the LHC constraints and signatures,
taking account of flavour-violation constraints in the process. This study raises its own
challenges, because each model has its special features. We approach this by first listing
the quantum numbers of all the exotic scalars and fermions that appear in at least one of
1One possible argument for a low scale of neutrino mass generation is classical scale invariance [32],
which has been studied in Refs. [33, 34]. In general the seesaw framework is difficult to test at the LHC,
but there are some regions of parameter space which might be testable at colliders. See e.g. Ref. [35–37].
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the D7 models, and then summarising the existing constraints from ATLAS and CMS. In
a second stage, we analyse one of the models in detail to determine the precise LHC reach
and constraints.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we study the minimal UV
completions of the D7 operators and list all the exotic particles grouped according to their
completion topologies. The details of these UV completions are given in App. A. Searches
for these exotic particles will be generally discussed in Sec. 3 including the production mech-
anisms, decay patterns and the searching strategies. Experimental limits will be presented
if there are dedicated searches. We then present a detailed analysis of a specific model in
Sec. 4. Constraints from neutrino mass generation and flavour physics are explored, and
limits from LHC searches are derived. Finally, Sec. 5 is devoted to the conclusions.
2 Minimal UV Completion of D7 ∆L = 2 Operators
In Weyl-spinor notation, the D7 operators of interest, using the numbering system of Babu-
Leung [38], are
O2 = LLLe¯H, O3 = LLQd¯H, O4 = LLQ†u¯†H, O8 = Ld¯e¯†u¯†H, (2.1)
and the Weinberg-like operator
O′1 = LLH˜HHH. (2.2)
The pertinent part of the SM Lagrangian is
LSM,Y = YeLe¯H˜ + YuQu¯H + YdQd¯H˜ + h.c. , (2.3)
where H˜ = iτ2H∗ is the charge conjugate ofH. The Weinberg-like operator O′1 has not been
explicitly shown in the list of Babu-Leung [38], but has been studied in Refs. [41, 43]. Note
that this operator always induces the usual Weinberg operator O1 = LLHH by connecting
the two external legs H and H˜ via a Higgs boson to form a Higgs loop. This contribution
dominates if the scale of new physics is large, much above the TeV-scale.
We will study minimal ultraviolet (UV) completions of these D7 operators using scalars
and fermions, following the programme set out in Ref. [40]. Hence we do not include models
with new gauge bosons. Also, we only consider models which do not generate the dimension-
5 Weinberg operator at tree-level. Hence we remove models in which one of the three seesaw
mechanisms may operate, i.e. models containing SM singlet fermions, electroweak (EW)
triplet scalars with unit hypercharge, and EW triplet fermions.
We group the completions by topology in Figs. 1–3 and Tables 1–3, where quantum
numbers are given with respect to SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y . Details are left to App. A. The
contents of Tables 1–3 constitute a workable list of exotic particles relevant to D7 radiative
neutrino mass models which may be searched for at the LHC.
It turns out that the operators O2 and O3b lead to one-loop models, while the others
only admit two-loop models. Generally for models with scalar leptoquarks and vector-like
fermions, the radiatively generated neutrino mass is proportional to the quark or lepton
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Figure 1: Scalar-only extension.
Scalar Scalar Operator
(1, 2, 12) (1, 1, 1) O2,3,4 [28]
(3, 2, 16) (3, 1,−13) O3,8 [38, 44]
(3, 2, 16) (3, 3,−13) O3
Table 1: Topology of Fig. 1.
Figure 2: Extension by a scalar and a
fermion.
Dirac fermion Scalar Operator
(1, 2,−32) (1, 1, 1) O2
(3, 2,−56) (1, 1, 1) O3
(3, 1, 23) (1, 1, 1) O3
(3, 1, 23) (3, 2,
1
6) O3 [45]
(3, 2,−56) (3, 1,−13) O3,8∗
(3, 2,−56) (3, 3,−13) O3
(3, 3, 23) (3, 2,
1
6) O3
(3, 2, 76) (1, 1, 1) O4
(3, 1,−13) (1, 1, 1) O4
(3, 2, 76) (3, 2,
1
6) O8
(1, 2,−12) (3, 2, 16) O8
Table 2: Topology of Fig. 2. The completion
marked with a ∗ is studied in detail in Sec. 4.
Figure 3: Extension by a scalar and a
fermion.
Dirac fermion Scalar Operator
(1, 3,−1) (1, 4, 32) O′1[46]
Table 3: Topology of Fig. 3.
mass in the loop (we will show this in detail in Sec. 4). Thus we will only consider the
mixing between the third generation quarks or leptons and the exotic fermions, as the third
generation masses dominate the neutrino mass matrix unless there is an unnatural flavour
structure for the various coupling constants.
3 LHC Searches
The completions listed in Tables 1–3 each contain two fields beyond the SM, including
vector-like quarks, vector-like leptons, scalar leptoquarks, charged scalars, EW scalar dou-
blets and EW scalar quadruplets. In this section we discuss the pertinent LHC searches
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and limits for the lightest of these exotic fields.2 We present a brief discussion of their
production mechanisms and possible decay channels. A dedicated search at the LHC may
or may not already exist. For those that exist, we list or reference the most stringent lim-
its; these limits are generally functions of decay branching ratios which are treated as free
parameters. For those that do not exist, we list what would be the relevant LHC search
according to the appropriate final state(s).
We would like to emphasise that one of the advantages to our approach is its predictiv-
ity. The exotic particles are required to not only conform to existing flavour constraints, but
also to fit low energy neutrino measurements. As a result it is common in these neutrino
mass generation models to be able to predict the decay patterns of the exotic particles.
Then for a specific model it is possible to extract the limit based on the decay patterns,
either from existing searches, as we shall see in Sec. 4.4, or by carefully recasting relevant
LHC searches, as in Sec. 4.5.
3.1 Vector-Like Quarks
In the minimal UV completion of the D7 operators we introduced five vector-like quarks,
B T (BY ) (XT ) (XTB)
(3, 1,−13) (3, 1, 23) (3, 2,−56) (3, 2, 76) (3, 3, 23)
where the names of the fermions follow the conventions in the literature [47].
Vector-like quarks are well-studied by the LHC collaborations. They can be pair-
produced in pp collisions via gluon fusion and quark-antiquark annihilations. They can also
be singly produced in association with two extra quarks via t-channel processes involving a
W or Z boson. Single production depends on the mixing between the heavy fermions and
the third generation quarks and also the generalised CKM matrix, and can be dominant for
large vector-like quark masses and large mixings [47]. So far, collider studies have focused
on the more model-independent pair-production channel.
The decay channels for the singlet B and T are
B : B →W−t, B → Zb, B → Hb , (3.1)
T : T →W+b, T → Zt, T → Ht , (3.2)
the branching fractions of which are determined by the masses of the heavy fermions and
also the mixings between the heavy fermions and the third generation quarks together with
the generalised CKM matrix. The decays for the doublets and the triplet are determined by
the mass spectrum and their weak coupling to the W and Z bosons. In general, the mass
splitting among the components fields is suppressed by the mixing angles between the SM
quarks and the heavy quarks, which in turn suppresses the decays between the component
fields. For the two doublets (BY ) and (XT ), the possible decay channels are
(BY ) : Y →W−b, B → Zb, B → Hb , (3.3)
(XT ) : X →W+t, T → Zt, T → Ht . (3.4)
2Note, however, that the completions generically predict more complex cascade decays if allowed by the
relevant couplings and phase space.
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Particle T B X
Lower Mass Limit (GeV) 687− 782 [55] 520− 785 [52–54] 800 [56]
Table 4: The lower limits on the masses of the vector-like quarks from CMS.
For the triplet (XTB), the possible decay channels are
(XTB) : X →W+t , (3.5)
T →W+b, T → Zt, T → Ht , (3.6)
B →W−t, B → Zb, B → Hb . (3.7)
Note that the heavy T and B in the triplet (XTB) also decay to W like the singlet T and
B. Assuming only strong pair production and the same decay branching ratios, the limits
we can set on the masses are the same for the singlet and the triplet T and B.
Both ATLAS [48–51] and CMS [52–56] have performed searches for vector-like quarks,
although there is no dedicated search for Y so far. We list the limits from the CMS searches
in Table 4, to be used later in extracting limits for the vector-like quarks we are interested
in.
In practice, extracting the relevant limits from these dedicated searches involves calcu-
lation of the decay branching ratios of the exotic particle with the constraints from neutrino
masses and mixings. With the specific decay branching ratios, we will be able to pin down
the limits by interpolation as shown in Sec. 4.4 for B.
3.2 Vector-Like Leptons
Our completions also introduced three vector-like fermions which are not charged under
SU(3)c,
E (NE) (ED) (NED)
(1, 1,−1) (1, 2,−12) (1, 2,−32) (1, 3,−1)
Vector-like leptons which are singlets or doublets of SU(2)L have been thoroughly studied in
the recent literature [57–59], while the triplet has been mentioned in the context of minimal
dark matter [60].
The dominant production mechanism for these exotic leptons is Drell-Yan pair produc-
tion. A pair of different-charge vector-like leptons can be subdominantly produced through
an s-channel W . The vector-like leptons can also be singly produced with a SM lepton via
s-channel W , Z or Higgs. The subsequent decays of the vector-like leptons depends on the
mass spectrum and mass mixing parameters. Similarly to the vector-like quarks, the mass
splittings among the component fields of the heavy fermions is suppressed and the possible
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decay channels are
E : E →W−ντ , E → Zτ, E → Hτ , (3.8)
(NE) : E →W−ντ , N → Zντ , N → Hντ , (3.9)
(ED) : D →W−τ, E → Zτ, E → Hτ , (3.10)
(NED) : D →W−τ, (3.11)
E →W−ν, E → Zτ, E → Hτ, (3.12)
N →W+τ, N → Zν, N → Hν . (3.13)
Thus pair-produced N , E or D will produce final states with a pair of bosons, τ lepton(s)
and/or large missing transverse energy. In general these models are constrained by the LHC
searches for final states with τ lepton(s) and/or missing transverse energy together with
leptons and/or jets. So far there are no dedicated searches for these vector-like leptons at
ATLAS and CMS. However, searches for multi-lepton plus missing transverse energy final
states, including some supersymmetry (SUSY) searches for sleptons or charginos [61–65],
could be used to derive the bounds on vector-like leptons. For example, Ref. [57] has studied
the pair-production of D fermions which decay to light leptons or a combination of light
leptons and at least one τ , which constrains the mass of vector-like leptons to be heavier
than 460 GeV and 320 GeV respectively.
3.3 Leptoquarks
There are only five scalar leptoquark candidates whose interactions with SM fermions can be
described by a dimensionless, SM gauge-invariant, baryon- and lepton-number conserving
Lagrangian [66]. Three of these leptoquarks have been introduced in our UV completions:
S1 R˜2 S3
(3¯, 1, 13) (3, 2,
1
6) (3¯, 3,
1
3)
A recent systematic study of models of neutrino mass generation with leptoquarks can be
found in Ref. [67]. Searches at the LHC assume simplified models in which the leptoquarks
couple exclusively to leptons and quarks of a single generation in a chiral interaction. This
assumption is made in order to not induce unacceptable flavour-changing currents or lepton-
flavour violating four-fermion interactions. The most stringent of these limits come from
meson mixing in the quark sector leading to a limit on the scale of the four-fermion interac-
tion up to 108 GeV (see e.g. Ref. [68]). The limits in the lepton sector are generally weaker.
The most stringent limits are from the µ → e transition with Br(µ → eγ) < 5.7 × 10−13
[69], Br(µ → eee) < 10−12 [70], and Br(µAu → eAu) < 7 × 10−13 [70]. As the limits in
the lepton sector are weaker, it is possible to relax the strong assumption of an exclusive
coupling to one generation in the lepton sector. The collaborations make the further under-
lying assumption that the couplings are small enough so that one may only consider pair
production governed by the leptoquark colour charge.
After pair production, final states of interest for first (second) generation leptoquarks
are ejej, ejνj, νjνj (e ↔ µ). Limits are set on (mLQ, β) parameter space, where β is the
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branching ratio to the charged lepton and quark [71–74]. In practice the νjνj state is not
considered, although it would be constrained by SUSY searches for ≥ 2j + /ET . Searches
for third generation leptoquarks consider only single decay hypotheses: τb, τt, νb, νt [75–
78]. The latter two are also covered by pair-produced sbottom and stop searches in the
mLSP → 0 limit (LSP means the lightest supersymmetric particle). We discuss the νb and
`t channels in more detail in Sec. 4.
3.4 Charged Scalar
The charged scalar introduced in our completions is φ ∼ (1, 1, 1). It couples to lepton
bilinears and decays as
φ→ νil+j , (3.14)
which, after pair-production, results in the signature of two opposite-sign leptons and /ET
at the LHC. There is also no dedicated search for such a scalar so far. However the same
signature has been used to search for direct slepton-pair and chargino-pair production at
the LHC [61, 62, 79]. The limits of the SUSY search are given in a slepton- or chargino-
neutralino mass plane, from which the limit of the charged scalar can be extracted by
recasting the searches with the limit of mLSP → 0 and taking into account the different
branching ratios.
3.5 EW Scalar Doublet
The only EW scalar doublet introduced is another Higgs doublet, H ∼ (1, 2, 1/2). It can
be decomposed as
H =
(
H+,
H0 + iA0√
2
)T
. (3.15)
There has been extensive study of the SM extension with a second Higgs doublet (2HDM),
and analyses of the general 2HDM after LHC Run 1 have been presented in recent stud-
ies [80–83]. The EW scalar doublet in the UV completions of O2,3,4 in general should have
the same couplings to the SM particles as in a 2HDM without imposed new symmetries.
When we study the neutrino mass generation of a specific model, however, it is possible to
switch off many of the couplings without spoiling the generation of appropriate neutrino
masses and mixings. Thus the decay of the EW scalar doublet is fairly model-dependent
and interpretation of LHC searches should be handled with caution.
The combined results of the search for the SM Higgs at the LHC have been reported
in Refs. [84–86]. So far in the mass range of 127–600 GeV the SM Higgs has been excluded
at 95% CL. Based on these limits, one can in principle draw a limit on the mass of H0
by recasting the neutral Higgs search with rescaled decay branching ratios. LEP has set a
limit of 79.3 GeV on the charged Higgs mass assuming Br(H+ → τ+ν)+Br(H+ → cs¯) = 1
in the framework of a 2HDM [87]. Charged Higgs searches at the LHC are categorised by
the mass of the charged Higgs. The light charged Higgs, mH+ < mt, is mainly searched
for through tt¯ pair production with the subsequent decay t → H+b [88–95]. The heavy
charged Higgs, on the other hand, is mainly searched for in the singly produced channel
with the subsequent decay H+ → tb¯ [96]. These searches are under some specific theoretical
frameworks and can be reinterpreted with careful conversion of the parameters.
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3.6 EW Scalar Quadruplet
The EW scalar quadruplet can be decomposed as
φ =
(
φ+++, φ++, φ+,
φ0 + iA0√
2
)T
(3.16)
and contains a neutral scalar φ0 which mixes with the Higgs, a pseudo-scalar A0 and three
complex scalars. This scalar quadruplet has also been mentioned in the context of minimal
dark matter [60], whose mass spectrum can be non-degenerate depending on the values of
the parameters in the scalar potential. As the neutral scalar φ0 mixes with the SM Higgs,
the Higgs searches [84–86] apply. On the other hand the charged components decay to W -
bosons and SM Higgs bosons. However the current searches for a singly-charged scalar [88–
96] and a doubly-charged scalar [97, 98] do not apply, because both searches assume a
coupling to SM fermions. Triply-charged scalars have also been briefly studied [46] and a
rough bound of ∼ 120 GeV has been estimated for triply-charged scalars with displaced
decay vertices based on the D0 and CDF searches for long-lived massive particles.
A proper collider study relies on a detailed study of the mass spectrum and the different
decay channels, which is beyond the scope of this short summary.
4 Detailed Study of a Specific Model
4.1 Model
In order to demonstrate the LHC reach with regard to minimal UV completions of D7
∆L = 2 operators, we study a model with a scalar leptoquark φ and a vector-like quark χ
with quantum numbers
φ ∼
(
3¯, 1,
1
3
)
, χ ∼
(
3, 2,−5
6
)
. (4.1)
These particles arise in the minimal UV completions of O3 = LLQd¯H and O8 = Ld¯e¯†u¯†H
operators, for which more details are available in Appendix A. The Yukawa couplings and
bare mass terms of the new exotic particles are given by
−L = µ2φφ†φ+mχχ¯χ+
(
Y LQφij LiQjφ+ Y
Lχ¯φ
i Liχ¯φ
† + Y d¯χHij d¯iχjH + h.c.
)
(4.2)
+
(
Y e¯u¯φij e¯iu¯jφ
† + h.c.
)
.
Besides the SM gauge symmetry group, we have to demand baryon-number conservation,
in order to forbid the operators Y QQφij QiQjφ
† and Y d¯u¯φij d¯iu¯jφ, which induce proton decay
in analogy to Ref. [99].
4.2 Neutrino Mass Generation
In this model, neutrino mass receives its dominant contribution from the radiative diagram
of Fig. 4a. The two-loop O8 contribution depicted in Fig. 4b as well as the corresponding
three-loop contribution, which is obtained from Fig. 4b by connecting two external Higgs
– 9 –
Lα Lβ
φ
Qi d¯ χ¯χ
〈H〉 〈H〉
(a) O3 one-loop contribution.
Lα
χ¯
χ
φ
〈H〉
〈H〉
d¯
〈H〉
u¯
Q
Q
e¯
〈H〉
L
Lβ
W
(b) O8 two-loop contribution.
Figure 4: Neutrino mass diagrams.
lines, are generally subdominant unless the coupling of the leptoquark φ to RH fermions is
much larger, |Y e¯u¯φi3 |  |Y LQφj3 |. The neutrino mass matrix is proportional to the down-type
quark mass matrix, and it is dominated by the bottom quark. For simplicity we will assume
that the vector-like quark only mixes with the third generation quarks and set all couplings
to the first two generation quarks to zero. In addition we will focus on the O3 contribution,
neglect the O8 contributions and assume Y e¯u¯φij = 0. Decomposing the vector-like quark χ
and χ¯ into its components with respect to SU(2)L, we write
χ =
(
B′
Y
)
, χ¯ =
(
Y¯
B¯′
)
. (4.3)
Y¯ and Y form a Dirac pair with mass mY = mχ and B¯′ and B′ mix with the gauge
eigenstate of the bottom quark b′,(
b¯
B¯
)
=
(
c1 s1
−s1 c1
)†(
b¯′
B¯′
)
,
(
b
B
)
=
(
c2 s2
−s2 c2
)†(
b′
B′
)
, (4.4)
forming the mass eigenstates b and B. The physical masses are
m2b = m
2
b′ −m2bB
m2χ
m2χ −m2b′
, m2B = m
2
χ +m
2
bB
m2b′
m2χ −m2b′
(4.5)
with mbB = Y
d¯χH
3 v/
√
2, mb′ = ybv/
√
2 and the mixing angles are given by
s1 =
mbB mχ
m2χ −m2b′
, s2 =
mbB mb′
m2χ −m2b′
(4.6)
with c1,2 =
√
1− s21,2. After electroweak symmetry breaking, we calculate the radiatively
generated neutrino mass as
(mν)ij =
3
16pi2
(
Y LQφi3 Y
Lχ¯φ
j + (i↔ j)
)
mbB
mbmB
m2B −m2b
m2B ln m
2
B
m2φ
m2φ −m2B
−
m2b ln
m2b
m2φ
m2φ −m2b
 . (4.7)
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In the limit mb  mB,mφ this reduces to
(mν)ij =
3
16pi2
(
Y LQφi3 Y
Lχ¯φ
j + (i↔ j)
)
mbB
mbmB
m2φ −m2B
ln
m2B
m2φ
. (4.8)
Thus there is one almost massless neutrino and two massive neutrinos.
Next we would like to use the low-energy parameters (the PMNS matrix as well as the
neutrino masses) to determine the Yukawa couplings in terms of the high-scale parameters.
The flavour structure of the neutrino mass matrix can be parameterised by vectors a± and
a common factor α,
mν = α(a+a
T
− + a−a
T
+) , (4.9)
i.e. the neutrino mass matrix is generated by multiplying two different vectors a± sym-
metrically. On the other hand it can be written in terms of the low-energy parameters for
normal (NO) as well as inverted (IO) mass ordering,
mNOν = m2u
∗
2u
†
2 +m3u
∗
3u
†
3 , m
IO
ν = m1u
∗
1u
†
1 +m2u
∗
2u
†
2 , (4.10)
wheremi are the neutrino masses and U = (u1, u2, u3) is the PMNS matrix. We can rewrite
the right-most expression of Eq. (4.9) as
α(a+a
T
− + a−a
T
+) =
α
2
[(
a+
ζ
+ ζa−
)(
a+
ζ
+ ζa−
)T
−
(
a+
ζ
− ζa−
)(
a+
ζ
− ζa−
)T]
(4.11)
and match it onto Eq. (4.10) to obtain the vectors a± in terms of the low-energy parameters:
aNO± =
ζ±1√
2α
(
√
m2u
∗
2 ± i
√
m3u
∗
3) , a
IO
± =
ζ±1√
2α
(
√
m1u
∗
1 ± i
√
m2u
∗
2) . (4.12)
The complex parameter ζ is a free parameter not determined by low-energy physics.
We use the best fit values (v1.2) of the NuFIT collaboration [100]3 assuming normal
ordering:
sin2 θ12 = 0.306 , ∆m
2
21 = 7.45× 10−5 eV2 ,
sin2 θ13 = 0.0231 , ∆m
2
31 = 2.417× 10−3 eV2 , (4.13)
sin2 θ23 = 0.446 .
Furthermore we set the lightest neutrino mass to zero and assume vanishing CP phases in
the PMNS matrix, i.e. δ = ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 0.
4.3 Constraints From Flavour Physics and Neutrino-less Double-Beta Decay
Experimental constraints on flavour violating processes already constrain the parameter
space. Similarly to the two-loop model in Ref. [99], we expect the most stringent con-
straints from lepton-flavour violating processes, in particular from the µ → e transition.
3The newest best fit values in v1.3 of the NuFIT collaboration are slightly changed. See [101, 102] for
other global fits to the neutrino oscillation data.
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Figure 5: Constraints on ζ and the two different experimental search regions for the
leptoquark φ. The grey shaded region is excluded. The light blue shaded region (B)
indicates the allowed region with Br(φ → bν) ≈ 100%. The light red shaded region (T)
has Br(φ → bν) < 100%. The solid black lines indicate the bound from perturbativity
of Yukawa couplings. We require max(|Y LQφij |, |Y Lχ¯φij |) < 1. The green dot-dashed, blue
dotted, red dashed lines show the limits Br(µ→ eγ) < 5.7×10−13 [69], Br(µ→ eee) < 10−12
[70], and Br(µAu→ eAu) < 7×10−13 [70]. The magenta dashed line indicates the projected
experimental sensitivity of 10−16 to measure µTi→ eTi conversion in titanium in Mu2E at
FNAL and COMET at J-PARC [103–105].
We calculated µ → eγ, µ → eee as well as µN → eN conversion in nuclei and compared
the results with the current experimental limits. We use the contributions calculated in
Ref. [99] and add the contributions from the additional coupling of the leptoquark to the
vector-like lepton. The Wilson coefficients are included in Appendix B.
As all parameters are fixed by the leptonic mixing and the neutrino masses, the con-
straints directly translate to a constraint on the complex rescaling parameter ζ, more pre-
cisely on |ζ|. The phase of ζ drops out in the flavour physics amplitudes, at least for
the leading contributions, because they are of the form Y Lχ¯φ∗i Y
Lχ¯φ
j and Y
LQφ∗
i Y
LQφ
j . We
present the constraints on |ζ| while varying one of the masses mφ,χ in Fig. 5. The other
mass is fixed to 2 TeV. The grey shaded region is excluded (see the caption for an explana-
tion of the different exclusion lines). Our main result is that within the bounds on |ζ| from
LFV experiments there are two regions, separated by a sharp transition, with very different
search strategies for the leptoquark φ. The light blue shaded region (region B) indicates
the allowed region with Br(φ → bν) ≈ 100%. The light red shaded region (region T) has
Br(φ→ bν) < 100%. We discuss both of these regions in Sec. 4.5.
In addition to constraints from flavor violating processes, there are constraints from
lepton-number violating processes, like neutrino-less double beta decay. The relevance of
neutrino-less double beta decay for radiative neutrino mass models with coloured particles
in the loop has been illustrated in Ref. [106]. More generally, Ref. [107] studied possi-
ble contributions to neutrino-less double beta decay by systematically decomposing the
dimension-9 operator.
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Figure 6: The branching ratio of B → bZ as a function of the heavy B mass with the
observed limit from CMS shown in red.
This specific model will lead to additional short-range contributions to neutrinoless
double beta decay via couplings to the first generation of quarks. As neutrino mass does
not depend on the coupling to the first generation of quarks, this bound can always be
satisfied by setting these couplings to zero without affecting the mechanism of neutrino mass
generation. This leaves the long-range contribution via an exchange of active neutrinos,
which is controlled by the effective mass
〈mee〉 =
∑
U2eimi . (4.14)
As the minimal framework leads to a strong mass hierarchy, there are currently no com-
petitive constraints from neutrino-less double beta decay, similarly to the discussion in
Ref. [99].
4.4 Vector-Like Quark Search
As discussed in Sec. 3.1, the mass eigenstate B will decay mainly through B → Zb and
B → Hb while the third channel B → W−t is highly suppressed due to the small mixing
between the heavy vector-like quark B and the SM b-quark. The dominant branching ratios
obey the relation
Br(B → Zb)
Br(B → Hb) =
λ(1, rb, rZ)
1/2
λ(1, rb, rH)1/2
1 + r2Z − 2r2b − 2r4Z + r4b + r2Zr2b
1 + 6r2b − r2H + r4b − r2br2H
, (4.15)
where rb,H,Z = mb,H,Z/mB and
λ(M,m1,m2) = M
4 +m41 +m
4
2 − 2M2m21 − 2M2m22 − 2m21m22 (4.16)
= (M2 − (m1 +m2)2)(M2 − (m1 −m2)2) .
We can easily read our limit on the mass of B, mB & 620 GeV, from the dedicated CMS
search as a function of the branching ratios in Fig. 6.
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4.5 Leptoquark Searches
In the following subsection we take L ≡ {e, µ, τ} and l ≡ {e, µ}. The scalar leptoquark
φ can be pair-produced at the LHC via gg fusion and qq¯ annihilation. The cross section
σ(pp→ φφ) is determined purely by colour charge and therefore depends only on the mass
mφ. We use NLO Prospino2 [108] cross sections for the LHC running at
√
s = 8 TeV,
which gives σ(pp → φφ) = 82 (23.5) fb for mφ = 500 (600) GeV. We ignore the t-channel
lepton exchange contribution and single production qg → φL, since these will be suppressed
by powers of small Yukawa couplings.
Upon pair production, the leptoquarks will decay with branching ratios dependent on
the parameters Y LQφL3 and Y
d¯χH
3 relevant to neutrino mass generation. The partial decay
widths are
Γ(φ→ Lt) = mφ
8pi
∣∣∣Y LQφL3 ∣∣∣2 f(mφ,mL,mt) , (4.17)
Γ(φ→ νLb) = mφ
8pi
(∣∣∣Y LQφL3 c2∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣Y Lχ¯φL s1∣∣∣2) f(mφ,mνL ,mb) (4.18)
− mφ
4pi
Re
(
Y LQφL3 c2Y
Lχ¯φ
L s
∗
1
)
f ′(mφ,mνL ,mb) ,
Γ(φ→ νLB) = mφ
8pi
(∣∣∣Y LQφL3 s2∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣Y Lχ¯φL c1∣∣∣2) f(mφ,mνL ,mB) (4.19)
+
mφ
4pi
Re
(
Y LQφL3 s2Y
Lχ¯φ
L c
∗
1
)
f ′(mφ,mνL ,mB) ,
Γ(φ→ LY ) = mφ
8pi
∣∣∣Y Lχ¯φL ∣∣∣2 f(mφ,mL,mY ) , (4.20)
where b, B are the two heaviest down-type quark mass eigenstates and the functions f , f ′
are defined as
f(M,m1,m2) =
(
M2 −m21 −m22
)
λ(M,m1,m2)
1/2
2M4
, (4.21)
f ′(M,m1,m2) =
m1m2λ(M,m1,m2)
1/2
M4
(4.22)
with λ given in Eq. (4.16). The term in the second lines of Eq. (4.18) and Eq. (4.19) is
neglible because it is suppressed by the neutrino mass. Note that the phase of ζ drops out
in all decay widths. Nonzero couplings that are not constrained by the neutrino mass gener-
ation generally open extra decay channels. Since we are only interested in the consequences
of neutrino mass generation, all these couplings are taken to be zero.
In the following we will concentrate on the region in parameter space with mY ,mB 
mφ: each leptoquark may decay into either bν or tL, resulting in bνbν, bνtL or tLtL after
pair production. The branching ratios are determined by the single complex parameter ζ
after fitting to low energy parameters as described in Sec. 4.2. There are two regions of
interest:
• Region B where the branching ratio Br(φ → bν) ≈ 100%, either because the other
channels are kinematically not accessible for mφ . mt or
∣∣Y LQφ∣∣  ∣∣Y Lχ¯φ∣∣. It is
shaded light blue in Fig. 5.
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• Region T in which all decay channels are open. It is shaded light red in Fig. 5.
In region B we have Br(φ → ∑ bνL) ≈ 1, resulting in a bb /ET final state for which
sbottom pair searches can be directly applied [109, 110]. In this case mφ is constrained
to be & 730 GeV at 95% CL. Fig. 7 shows branching ratios for region T in the case of
normal ordering. The hierarchy between Br(φ → tµ) ≈ Br(φ → tτ) and Br(φ → te) is
larger for normal compared to inverted mass ordering.4 Hence there will be slightly more
electrons in final states for the inverted mass ordering. The relative size of Br(φ → tµ)
and Br(φ → tτ) is controlled by the atmospheric mixing angle θ23, i.e. for θ23 > pi/4,
Br(φ→ tµ) > Br(φ→ tτ) and we expect the limits to get slightly stronger. In the limit of
large mφ it is apparent that Br(φ→
∑
bνL) ≈ Br(φ→
∑
tL) ≈ 0.5.
In region T we can now calculate the branching fractions to LHC-reconstructable final
states.5 The most frequent final state is bb /ET at about 30%; as we will see, because
Br(φ → ∑ bνL) is always greater than 50%, existing sbottom pair searches alone can
provide a bound of mφ > 500 GeV. But can another final state compete? The next most
frequent final state is lbbjj /ET at about 22%; in this case, searches for top squark pairs in
final states with one isolated lepton are applicable. About 8% of the time a two-lepton
final state is produced; again, searches for top squark pairs are applicable. Three- and four-
lepton final states are also predicted by this model in . 1% of events. For mφ = 600 GeV,
where we will find the existing bound lies, one expects ≈ 500 leptoquark pair events in the√
s = 8 TeV dataset. When compared to existing limits, it turns out there are simply not
enough three- or four-lepton events to provide a competitive limit [112, 113]. However it is
possible that, with more data at
√
s = 13 TeV, these final states can be competitive.
In the following subsections we will cover three final states of interest, namely bb /ET ,
l /ET + (b-)jets, and l+l′− /ET + jets. Our aim is to recast LHC stop searches [114, 115] in
order to constrain mφ.
4.5.1 Event samples and reconstruction
We generated two hadron-level signal samples at mφ = (500, 600) GeV6 using Pythia
8.180 with default tune [116, 117]; each contained 5× 106 pair-produced leptoquark events
where at least one leptoquark decays to tL. A validation set of 107 tt¯ events where at least
one t decays leptonically was also generated using Pythia, normalised to the predicted
NNLO+NNLL cross section of 235 × [1 − Br(W → hadrons)2] pb = 137 pb [118–123].
Lastly we used MadGraph5 v1.5.10 and Pythia to generate a validation set of 105 stop
pair events, where the stops each decayed to a top and neutralino, t˜1 → tχ˜01; we took
m(t˜1, χ˜
0
1) = (600, 50) GeV.
4For example, at mφ = 500 GeV, normal ordering gives (0.028, 0.183, 0.226) for Br(φ→ te, tµ, tτ), whilst
inverted ordering gives (0.070, 0.165, 0.202).
5We do not attempt to reconstruct τ leptons since this will not improve sensitivity. CMS has performed
a dedicated search for leptoquarks decaying to tτ [111]; the resulting bounds are not competitive with the
bounds found henceforth.
6We also used mχ = 2 TeV and s1 = 0.01, but the branching ratios do not depend on the choice of mχ
and s1 as long as mχ > mφ.
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Figure 7: Branching fractions for φ as a function of mφ in the region T. Also shown are
limits on Br(φ → ∑L bνL) from sbottom pair searches of ATLAS (light blue) and CMS
(the limit line lies somewhere within the magenta band).
The event samples were reconstructed after passing through theDelphes 3.0.12 detec-
tor fast-simulation [124], both with and without simulated pileup. Jets were reconstructed
with FastJet 3.0.6 [125] using the anti-kt clustering algorithm [126] with radius parameter
0.4, and were required to have pT > 20 GeV. We used a flat b-tag rate of 70%, with a rejec-
tion factor of 5 (140) for jets initiated by charm (light) quarks. Electrons were considered
isolated if
∑
pT , the scalar sum of the pT of inner detector tracks with pT > 1 GeV within
a ∆R = 0.2 cone surrounding the electron candidate, was less than 10% of the electron pT .
Muons were considered isolated if
∑
pT , defined as above, was less than 1.8 GeV. Otherwise,
the default Delphes ATLAS card was used. In the simulations with pileup we used a mean
pileup µ = 21, and pileup subtraction was performed using default parameters; the neutral
pileup subtraction uses the jet area method [127, 128] with average contamination density
ρ calculated using a kt jet clustering algorithm with radius parameter 0.6. We note that
this pileup subtraction method does not match that used in either of the ATLAS analyses.
The results simulated with pileup therefore serve only as an indicator of pileup effects.
Further cuts were made with the aid of the MadAnalysis5 v1.1.10beta SampleAn-
alyzer framework [129]. For preselection we required isolated leptons and
|ηe| < 2.47, |ηµ| < 2.4, |ηj | < 2.5, plT > 10 GeV. (4.23)
We rejected jets within ∆R = 0.2 of a preselected electron, and leptons within ∆R = 0.4
of remaining jets.
Each of the stop search analyses use variants of mT2, known as the Cambridge mT2 or
stransverse mass variable [130, 131], as a powerful discriminant of signal over background.
For events where mother particles are pair produced and subsequently decay to two visible
branches along with invisible momentum, such as in leptonic or semi-leptonic tt¯ decays,
mT2 can be constructed to have an upper limit at the mother particle mass. It is defined
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as
mT2(~p
i
T , ~p
j
T , /~pT ) = min
~uT+~vT=/~pT
{
max
[
mT (~p
i
T , ~uT ),mT (~p
j
T , ~vT )
]}
, (4.24)
where /~pT is the missing transverse momentum, ~p
i
T and ~p
j
T are the transverse momenta of
two visible decay branches, and mT is the usual transverse mass calculated assuming some
mass for the invisible particle associated with that branch. It can be thought of as the
minimum mother particle mass consistent with pair production, the decay hypothesis, and
the observed kinematics. We calculated mT2 using the publicly available bisection method
codes of Refs. [132, 133].
4.5.2 bb /ET
The bb /ET final state arises primarily from the decay φφ→ bνbν. There are also contribu-
tions from the other decay chains, where either leptons are missed or hadronically decaying
taus are produced; these contributions will be subleading and additive, and will generally
appear with extra hard jet activity in the event which may be vetoed in analyses. We will
ignore them to obtain a slightly conservative limit.
Constraints on the production cross section of sbottom pairs decaying via b˜1 → bχ˜01
have been provided by both ATLAS and CMS [109, 110]. Along the contour mχ˜01 = 0, this
provides a limit on the production cross section σ(pp→ φφ)× Br(φ→ bν)2, and therefore
on Br(φ → bν). These limits are reproduced in Fig. 7.7 The existing 95% CL limit from
the CMS search for region T is somewhere between mφ > 520–600 GeV.
4.5.3 l /ET + (b-)jets
The single lepton final state is produced primarily through the mixed decay φφ→ bνtL→
ljjbb /ET , where the top decays hadronically. This final state is the same as for semi-
leptonically decaying top pairs, which is the primary SM background. It can also be given
by stop pairs decaying via the chains t˜1 → bχ˜±1 → bW (∗)χ˜01 → blνχ˜01 or t˜1 → t(∗)χ˜01 → blνχ˜01.
ATLAS and CMS have performed searches for stop pairs in the single lepton final state,
with no significant excess observed [114, 134].8 In this section we will recast the ATLAS
analysis.
After preselection we demanded exactly two opposite sign leptons with the leading
lepton having pT > 25 GeV, at least four jets with pT > 80, 60, 40, 25 GeV, and at least
one tagged b-jet. We refer to Ref. [114] for the definitions of the remaining kinematical
variables and of the signal regions (SRs) SRtN2-3 and SRbC1-3, designed for t˜1 → tχ˜01
and t˜1 → bχ˜±1 topologies respectively (see their Table 1). Variables amT2 and mτT2 are
variants of mT2 designed to reject leptonic and semi-leptonic tt¯ background respectively:
amT2 takes for its visible branches b and (bl), with a missing on-shell W associated with
7The ATLAS limit on Br(φ → bν) can be read off the auxiliary Figure 5. The CMS limit on σ(pp →
φφ)× Br(φ → bν)2 can be read off Figure 6 and converted to a limit on Br(φ → bν) using the NLO value
of σ(pp→ φφ) from Prospino2.
8In the time since this analysis was performed, ATLAS submitted a more detailed search in this channel
[135].
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SRtN2 SRtN3 SRbC1 SRbC2 SRbC3
mt˜1 = 600 GeV Aε ATLAS (%) 2.7 2.3 5.7 1.7 0.84
mχ˜01
= 50 GeV Aε obtained (%) 2.0 (2.1) 1.4 (1.5) 5.8 (5.6) 1.8 (1.6) 1.0 (0.83)
mφ = 500 GeV N 21 (22) 14 (14) 75 (74) 28 (26) 16 (14)
mφ = 600 GeV N 7.8 (8.3) 5.5 (5.7) 26 (26) 11 (10) 7.0 (6.4)
NP limit 10.7 8.5 83.2 19.5 7.6
Approximate mφ limit (GeV) 567 (574) 553 (556) 490 (489) 537 (532) 589 (579)
Table 5: Acceptance times efficiency (Aε) and total number of events (N) for three event
samples without (with) pileup. The stop pair production sample is compared to the ATLAS
result as a validation of our analysis. The 95% CL limit on new physics (NP) contributions
are given; these limits are quoted ATLAS results. Lastly we provide an approximate limit
on mφ based on our results.
the b branch; mτT2 takes l and a jet for its visible branches, assuming massless invisible
states. Both amT2 and mτT2 require two jets in the event to be chosen as b-jets, regardless
of whether they are b-tagged. ATLAS are able to choose those jets which have the highest
b-tag weight. However, Delphes only outputs a boolean variable which identifies whether
a jet is b-tagged or not. We must therefore find a way to choose two b-jets. We follow
Ref. [133]. There are three cases:
• 2 b-tags: Take both as b-jets.
• 1 b-tag: Assume that second b-jet is in the leading two non-b-tagged jets.
• 0 or > 2 b-tags: Ignore b-tagging information and assume that b-jets are in leading
three jets.
Then, to calculate amT2, we take the ji(jkl) permutation over the b-jet candidates which
minimises amT2. For mτT2 we assume that the τ -jet is in the leading three jets. We find the
jil combination over the candidate jets which minimises mτT2. These methods are in the
spirit of mT2 as the minimum mother particle mass consistent with the decay hypothesis
and observed kinematics. Since the minimum plausible mT2 value is selected, the results
after cuts are also conservative. We compared our obtained amT2 and mτT2 distributions
for the tt¯ sample at the preselection stage to Figure 3 in the ATLAS analysis [114] and
found good agreement, particularly at large values where cuts are made.
The N iso-trk cut applied to the SRbC1-3 SRs cannot be replicated after our reconstruc-
tion has been performed. Cut-flows published in auxiliary Figures 112–117 of Ref. [135]
suggest that after all other cuts, the N iso-trk requirement reduces the signal by 15–25%, con-
sistent between the single-muon and single-electron channel. We therefore conservatively
post-scale our results in the SRbC1-3 SRs by a factor 0.75 to take this into account.
The results of our analysis are shown in Table 5. The acceptance times efficiency (Aε)
for our stop pair validation sample agree well with ATLAS results in each of the signal
regions; our predicted event rates are likely an underestimate for the SRtN2-3 SRs. We are
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L110 L100 C1
m(l+l−)<71>111 GeV opposite flavour
∆φb < 1.5 meff > 300 GeV
∆φj > 1.0 /ET > 50 GeV
- N(j) ≥ 2 N(j) ≥ 2
- pjT [1] > 100 GeV p
j
T [1] > 50 GeV
pjT [2] > 50 GeV
mT2 > 110 GeV mT2 > 100 GeV mT2 > 150 GeV
Table 6: Signal region selections after preselection requirements.
confident that the discrepancies can be assigned to some combination of: different event
generators, the third-party detector simulation, our b-tagging efficiency approximation, the
necessary amendments to amT2 and mτT2 calculation methods, and our inability to recreate
the pileup subtraction procedure. The predicted number of events in the 20.7 fb−1 of data
for each of the signal samples are also given in Table 5.
Since the branchings of φ and the distribution shapes do not change significantly from
masses 500 GeV to 600 GeV, and since log[σ(pp→ φφ)] varies approximately linearly with
mass mφ, an approximate limit on mφ can be determined by taking the published ATLAS
new physics (NP) limits and assuming that, in each SR, the log of the number of accepted
events scales linearly with mφ. These results are also shown in Table 5. Since this is only a
recast of the ATLAS results, these limits are not to be taken too seriously; they serve only
as an indication of the present experimental reach.
We note that these limits are found using the sum of single electron and muon channels.
In our model ≈ 75% of accepted events are single muons, whereas an approximately even
share is expected for the background (and stops). We would likely obtain stronger limits if
ATLAS published a NP limit on each lepton channel separately.
4.5.4 l+l′− /ET + jets
The dilepton final state is produced primarily through the mixed decay φφ → bνtL →
l+l′−bb /ET . There is also a non-negligible contribution from φφ → tLtL′, where the top
pair and possible τ lepton(s) decay such that only two leptons are detected. This final state
is the same as for leptonically decaying top pairs or for stop pairs decaying via the same
chains considered in the previous subsection. ATLAS has performed a search for stop pairs
in the dilepton final state, with no significant excess observed [115]. In this section we will
recast the analysis in order to place a constraint on mφ.
After preselection we demanded exactly two opposite sign leptons with the leading
lepton having pT > 25 GeV. Any lepton pairs with invariant mass less than 20 GeV were
rejected. We then defined three SRs in Table 6: L110, L100, and C1. We use the notation
pT [1] (pT [2]) to stand for the leading (subleading) pT object. We refer to Ref. [115] for
definitions of any unfamiliar variables. The most important is mT2, which takes leptons
for the visible branches and assumes massless missing particles. It is constructed to have a
parton-level kinematic upper limit at mW for the dominant tt¯ background.
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Figure 8: Distribution of mT2 opposite flavour events for the three SRs in tt¯ and mφ =
500, 600 GeV event samples descending, simulated without (solid) and with (dashed) pileup.
The ATLAS data, dominated by tt¯ background for mT2 . 100 GeV, is overlaid as points.
The apparent “excess” of tt¯ events above mT2 > 100 GeV is only because we have not
simulated subleading backgrounds (only tt¯ is necessary for validation of our analysis). These
can be compared with Figures 9, 10, and 3 respectively of Ref. [115].
L110 L100 C1
mφ (GeV) 500 600 500 600 500 600
e+e− 0.93 (0.86) 0.34 (0.32) 0.79 (0.68) 0.30 (0.27) - -
µ+µ− 3.0 (2.8) 1.0 (0.93) 2.7 (2.3) 0.92 (0.81) - -
µ±e∓ 4.6 (4.2) 1.5 (1.4) 3.9 (3.4) 1.4 (1.2) 7.5 (7.6) 2.8 (2.9)∑
l l
+l′− 8.5 (7.8) 2.9 (2.7) 7.4 (6.3) 2.6 (2.3) - -
NP limit 9.0 5.6 2.3 ∗
Approx. mφ limit (GeV) 495 (487) 527 (512) 621 (622) ∗
Table 7: Number of events in each SR without (with) pileup. The 95% CL limit on new
physics contributions are also given; these limits are quoted ATLAS results for L110 and
L100, and inferred from a plot for C1 (which is why we mark it with a ∗).
Plots of the number of events expected in 20.3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity for each
SR are shown against mT2 for opposite flavour events in Fig. 8. These are to be compared
with Figures 3, 9, and 10 of the ATLAS analysis [115]. One can see that our analysis does
a good job of reproducing the background distribution in the region mT2 . 100 GeV where
tt¯ dominates. We are confident that the discrepancies can be assigned to some combination
of: an overall normalisation factor, the LO tt¯ event generator, the third-party detector
simulation, and our inability to recreate the pileup subtraction procedure. The number of
events in the SRs are broken up by lepton flavour in Table 7.
The limits on the number of NP events summed over the lepton channels in SRs L110
and L100 are provided by ATLAS and reproduced in our Table 7. The limit from the C1 SR
was not published, since this SR is subsequently filtered through a multivariate analysis.
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However, one can read off Figure 3 in Ref. [115] that three events were observed with
3.6+6.7−? expected before the multivariate analysis. It is therefore reasonable to model the
probability density function for the expected number of events as a gamma distribution with
shape parameter 1.3 and mean 3.6.9 We performed toy Monte Carlo pseudoexperiments
for different signal+background hypotheses (Hs+b) under this assumption, measuring
CLs =
Pr(n ≤ nobs|Hs+b)
Pr(n ≤ nobs|Hb) (4.25)
each time. We found CLs = 0.05 for an expected new physics contribution of 2.3 events,
corresponding to the observed 95% CL limit on the number of NP events determined using
the CLs method [136], the same as that used in the ATLAS analysis.
An approximate limit on mφ can be derived in the same way described in the previous
subsection, and the results are shown in Table 7. Again, since this is only a recast of
the ATLAS analysis, these limits are not to be taken too seriously; they serve only as an
indication of the present experimental reach.
The best limit is obtained from the C1 SR. There are three principal reasons for this.
(1) The L110 and L100 limits are quoted on the sum over all flavour channels. In our
model we expect greater than half of the events to be in the opposite-flavour channel.
Simply requiring opposite flavour leptons reduces the background significantly (compare
Figures 2 and 3 of Ref. [115]), so that one can afford to make softer cuts that keep more
signal. (2) The L110 and L100 cuts on ∆φb and ∆φj are designed to reject background
events with high mT2 arising from events with large /ET from mismeasured jets. These cuts
keep about 50% of the stop pair signals considered by ATLAS (see auxiliary Figures 24
and 25 of Ref. [115]). We found that only ≈ 35% of events were kept for our model due
to different kinematics. (3) The signal-to-background ratio and the limit is significantly
improved if the cut on mT2 is slightly increased.
4.5.5 Summary
It is clear from these analyses that the existing constraints on the leptoquark from sbottom
and stop searches are comparable, mφ & 600 GeV. Inferred limits could be even stronger
if the collaborations provided limits before combining lepton flavour channels. But this
conclusion can be turned around: if the collaborations were to see a significant excess in
any of the discussed final states, this model predicts that it should show up in all of them at
around the same time, with a well-predicted, non-universal flavour signature and distinctive
kinematics. Simple SUSY models might find this scenario difficult to accommodate.
5 Conclusion
In this work we have written down the minimal UV completions for all of the D7 ∆L = 2
operators which could be responsible for radiatively generating a Majorana neutrino mass.
9The gamma distribution is the standard conjugate prior for rate parameters. A shape parameter of 1.3
ensures that
∫ 3.6+6.7
3.6
dx f(x; k = 1.3, µ = 3.6) = 34.1%, corresponding to one half of the 68.2% confidence
interval.
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We then discussed the generic collider searches for the newly introduced exotic particles,
including vector-like quarks, vector-like leptons, scalar leptoquarks, a charged scalar, a
scalar doublet and a scalar quadruplet. The properties of these particles are generally
constrained by low-energy neutrino oscillation data. The hope is that this will advance a
systematic approach to searches for the origin of neutrino mass at the LHC.
A detailed study of the collider bounds has been presented for O3 = LLQd¯H and
O8 = Ld¯e¯†u¯†H completions where a leptoquark φ ∼ (3¯, 1, 13) and a vector-like quark χ ∼
(3, 2,−56) are introduced. In the detailed study, we constrained the vector-like quark mass
mχ & 620 GeV using a dedicated LHC search. For the leptoquark φ we recast LHC
sbottom/stop searches and explored in the parameter space allowed by the constraints
from flavour physics. We found two distinct areas of parameter space, one where Br(φ →
bν) ≈ 100% and the other where Br(φ→ bν) < 100%. In the first case mφ & 520–600 GeV,
and in the second case we found mφ & 600 GeV using three different final states.
Through this detailed analysis we have shown the powerful discovery and/or exclusion
potential of the LHC for the radiative neutrino mass models based on ∆L = 2 operators.
We have also made advances in a systematic approach to these searches.
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A Details of Models
The details of the minimal UV-completion of the D7 operators of Eq. 2.1 are described
here. New fermions are denoted by χ. As it turns out that all of them have a non-vanishing
hypercharge, they have to be accompanied by a Dirac partner χ¯, in order to be able to
write down a mass term. New scalars are labelled φ and the charge conjugate is denoted φ˜
analogously to the SM Higgs H. We will suppress the SU(2)L contractions whenever they
are unique, e.g. LL ≡ LαLβαβ . We use roman indices i, j, . . . for flavour, greek indices
α, β, . . . for SU(2)L and roman indices a, b, . . . for SU(3)c. The collider searches for relevant
exotic particles are discussed in Sec. 3.
A.1 Operator O2 = LLLe¯H
The structure of the operator is as follows,
O2 = LαLβLγ e¯Hδαβγδ, (A.1)
and the corresponding neutrino mass diagram is shown in Fig. 9. The flavour structure of
the operator is
κO2ijklL
α
i L
β
j L
γ
k e¯lH
δαβγδ, (A.2)
where the first two indices are anti-symmetric. At low-energy, the neutrino mass is given
by
(mν)ij ' κO2[ik]jkm`k I (A.3)
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O12
L(LL)(e¯H)
φ (1, 1, 1)
χ (1, 2,−32)
O22
H(LL)(Le¯)
φ (1, 1, 1)
η (1, 2, 12)
Table 8: Minimal UV completions of operator O2.
with the loop integral I. The proportionality on the charged lepton mass m`k introduces
a hierarchy which might require more generations of new particles unless it can be com-
pensated by other Yukawa couplings. The minimal UV completions are shown in Tab. 8.
A.1.1 O12 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼ (1, 1, 1), χ ∼
(
1, 2,−3
2
)
. (A.4)
The Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+ Y LLφij LiLjφ+ Y Lχφi Liχ¯φ† + Y e¯χHi e¯iχH + h.c. (A.5)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.6)
Note that the singly charged component of the new Dirac fermion χ + χ¯ mixes with the
SM leptons, which introduces non-unitarity to the ordinary 3× 3 PMNS mixing matrix.
A.1.2 O22 Model
This model is called Zee model [28], which introduces two scalar fields, and its particle
content is given by
φ ∼ (1, 1, 1), η ∼
(
1, 2,
1
2
)
. (A.7)
L L
H
H
L
e¯
Figure 9: Neutrino mass from O2.
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(a) Neutrino mass from O3a.
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Figure 10: Neutrino mass from O3.
The Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = Y LLφij LiLjφ+ Y Le¯ηij Lie¯j η˜ + Y Qd¯ηij Qid¯j η˜ + Y Qu¯ηij Qiu¯jη + h.c. (A.8)
V = V2HDM(H, η) + µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ+ ληφη†ηφ†φ (A.9)
+ (κHηφHηφ
† + λHηφH†ηφ†φ+ h.c.) ,
where V2HDM(H, η) denotes the general two Higgs doublet model potential.
A.2 Operator O3 = LLQd¯H
There are two possible SU(2)L structures of the operator O3,
O3a = LαLβQγ d¯Hδαβγδ, O3b = LαLβQγ d¯Hδαγβδ, (A.10)
and the corresponding neutrino mass diagrams are shown in Fig. 10. The flavour structure
of the operator O3a is
κO3aijklL
α
i L
β
jQ
γ
k d¯lH
δαβγδ, (A.11)
where the first two indices are anti-symmetric. For operator O3a we obtain neutrino masses
(mν)ij ' g22κO3a[ij]kl(md)kl I (A.12)
with the loop integral I. The flavour structure of the operator O3b is
κO3bijklL
α
i L
β
jQ
γ
k d¯lH
δαγβδ (A.13)
and the neutrino mass matrix is
(mν)ij ' κO3bijkl(md)kl I (A.14)
with the loop integral I. The proportionality on the down-type quark mass matrix md
introduces a hierarchy which might require more generations of new particles. The relevant
minimal UV completions are collected in Tab. 9. There can not be any colour adjoint
representations, because this requires 4 quarks in the operator.
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O13 O23 O33 O43 O53 O63
Q(LL)(d¯H) d¯(LL)(QH) L(Ld¯)(QH) L(LQ)(d¯H) L(LQ)(d¯H) L(Ld¯)(QH)
φ (1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1) (3, 2, 16) (3, 1,−13) (3, 3,−13) (3, 2, 16)
χ (3, 2,−56) (3, 1, 23) (3, 1, 23) (3, 2,−56) (3, 2,−56) (3, 3, 23)
O3a O3a O3a O3b O3a,O3b O3a,O3b
O73 O83 O93
H(LL)(Qd¯) H(LQ)(Ld¯) H(LQ)(Ld¯)
φ (1, 1, 1) (3, 1,−13) (3, 3,−13)
η (1, 2, 12) (3, 2,
1
6) (3, 2,
1
6)
O3a O3b O3a,O3b
Table 9: Minimal UV completions of operators O3a and O3b.
A.2.1 O13 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼ (1, 1, 1), χ ∼
(
3, 2,−5
6
)
. (A.15)
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+ Y LLφij LiLjφ+ Y Qχ¯φi Qiχ¯φ† + Y d¯χHi d¯iχH + h.c. (A.16)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.17)
This model leads to the effective operator O3a.
A.2.2 O23 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼ (1, 1, 1), χ ∼
(
3, 1,
2
3
)
. (A.18)
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+mu¯χ,iu¯iχ+ Y LLφij LiLjφ+ Y QχHij Qiχ¯H + Y d¯χφi d¯iχφ† + h.c. (A.19)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.20)
This model leads to the effective operator O3a.
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A.2.3 O33 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼
(
3, 2,
1
6
)
, χ ∼
(
3, 1,
2
3
)
. (A.21)
This model has been studied in Ref. [45]. The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L =
LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+mu¯χ,iu¯iχ+ Y Ld¯φij Lid¯jφ+ Y QχHi Qiχ¯H + Y Lχφi Liχφ† + h.c. (A.22)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.23)
Couplings such as H†φ3 vanish due to the antisymmetric nature of the colour contraction
unless more than one copy of the scalar fields are introduced. We shall not comment on
this type of couplings from now on to avoid unnecessarily repeated discussion. This model
leads to the effective operator O3a.
A.2.4 O43 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼
(
3, 1,−1
3
)
, χ ∼
(
3, 2,−5
6
)
. (A.24)
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+ Y LQφij LiQjφ† + Y Lχφi Liχ¯φ+ Y QQφij QiQjφ (A.25)
+ Y d¯χHi d¯iχH + Y
d¯u¯φ
ij d¯iu¯jφ
† + Y e¯u¯φij e¯iu¯jφ+ h.c.
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.26)
This model leads to the effective operator O3b.
A.2.5 O53 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼
(
3, 3,−1
3
)
, χ ∼
(
3, 2,−5
6
)
. (A.27)
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+ Y LQφij Lαi Qγj
(
αβφ
†
βγ + γβφ
†
βα
)
+ Y Lχφi L
α
i χ¯
γ (αβφβγ + γβφβα)
+ Y QQφij Q
α
i Q
γ
j αβφβγ + Y
d¯χH
i d¯iχH + h.c. (A.28)
V = µ2φtrφ†φ+ λφ,1(trφ†φ)2 + λφ,2tr([φ†, φ]2) + λHφ,1H†Htr(φ†φ) + λHφ,2H†[φ†, φ]H .
(A.29)
Both operators O3a and O3b are generated.
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A.2.6 O63 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼
(
3, 2,
1
6
)
, χ ∼
(
3, 3,
2
3
)
. (A.30)
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχtr (χ¯χ) + Y Ld¯φij Lid¯jφ+ Y Lχφi Lαi (αβχβγ + γβχβα)φ†γ (A.31)
+ Y QχHi Q
α
i (αβχ¯βγ + γβχ¯βα)H
γ + h.c.
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.32)
Both operators O3a and O3b are generated.
A.2.7 O73 Model
This model is exactly the same as O22. It also leads to the effective operator O3a.
A.2.8 O83 Model
The model contains two additional complex scalars φ and η,
φ ∼
(
3, 1,−1
3
)
, η ∼
(
3, 2,
1
6
)
. (A.33)
This model was given as an example in Ref. [38] and studied in Ref. [44]. The additional
interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = Y Ld¯ηij Lid¯jη + Y LQφij LiQjφ† + Y QQφij QiQjφ+ Y d¯u¯φij d¯iu¯jφ† + Y e¯u¯φij e¯iu¯jφ+ h.c.
(A.34)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ µ2ηη†η + λφ(φ†φ)2 + λη(η†η)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ+ λHηH†Hη†η (A.35)
+ λφηφ
†φη†η + (κ η†Hφ+ h.c.) .
This model leads to the effective operator O3b.
A.2.9 O93 Model
The model contains two additional complex scalars φ and η
φ ∼
(
3, 3,−1
3
)
, η ∼
(
3, 2,
1
6
)
. (A.36)
This model was given as an example in Ref. [38]. The additional interaction Lagrangian
∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = Y Ld¯ηij Lid¯jη + Y LQφij Lαi Qγj
(
αβφ
†
βγ + γβφ
†
βα
)
+ Y QQφij Q
α
i Q
γ
j αβφβγ + h.c. (A.37)
V = µ2φ trφ†φ+ µ2η η†η + λφ,1
(
trφ†φ
)2
+ λφ,2tr([φ
†, φ]2) + λη(η†η)2 + λHηH†Hη†η
+ λHφ,1H
†Htrφ†φ+ λHφ,2H†[φ†, φ]H + λφη,1η†ηtrφ†φ+ λφη,2η†[φ†, φ]η (A.38)
+
(
κ η†α (αβφβγ + γβφβα)Hγ + κ
′ abcηaαη
b
γ
(
αβφ
c
βγ − γβφcβα
)
+ κ˜ abcη
a
ααβ[φ
b, φc]βγHγ + h.c.
)
.
Both operators O3a and O3b are generated.
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O14 O24
Q†(LL)(u¯†H) u¯†(LL)(Q†H)
φ (1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1)
χ† (3, 2, 76) (3, 1,−13)
O4b O4b
O34
H(LL)(Q†u¯†)
φ (1, 1, 1)
η (1, 2, 12)
O4b
Table 10: Minimal UV completions of the operators O4a and O4b. Only the operator O4b
is generated.
A.3 Operator O4 = LLQ†u¯†H
There are two possible SU(2)L structures of the operator are given by
O4a = LαLβ(Q†)γ u¯†Hδαγβδ, O4b = LαLβ(Q†)γ u¯†Hδαβγδ . (A.39)
The corresponding neutrino mass diagram can be obtained from the ones in Fig. 10b
(Fig. 10a) for O4b (O4a) by replacing d¯ by u¯ and reversing the arrows of the quark lines.
The flavour structure of the operator O4a is
κO4aijklL
α
i L
β
j (Q
†)γku¯
†
lH
δαγβδ, (A.40)
and thus the neutrino mass matrix is
(mν)ij ' κO4aijkkmuk I (A.41)
with the loop integral I. The proportionality to the up-type quark mass muk introduces a
hierarchy which might require more generations of new particles unless it can be compen-
sated by other Yukawa couplings.
The flavour structure of the operator O4b is
κO4bijklL
α
i L
β
j (Q
†)γku¯
†
lH
δαβγδ, (A.42)
where the first two indices are anti-symmetric. The neutrino mass matrix is given by
(mν)ij ∼ g22κO4b[ij]kkmuk I (A.43)
with the loop integral I. The proportionality on the up-type quark mass muk introduces a
hierarchy which might require more generations of new particles unless it can be compen-
sated by other Yukawa couplings. The UV completions are listed in Tab. 10. There can
not be any colour adjoint representations, because this requires 4 quarks in the operator.
A.3.1 O14 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ + χ¯ with quantum
numbers
φ ∼ (1, 1, 1), χ ∼
(
3, 2,
7
6
)
. (A.44)
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O18 O28 O38
L(e¯†u¯†)(d¯H) u¯†(Ld¯)(e¯†H) e¯†(Ld¯)(u¯†H)
φ (3, 1,−13) (3, 2, 16) (3, 2, 16)
χ (3, 2,−56) (1, 2,−12) (3, 2, 76)
O48
(Ld¯)(u¯†e¯†)H
φ (3, 1,−13)
η (3, 2, 16)
Table 11: Minimal UV completions of operator O8.
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+ Y LLφij LiLjφ+ Y Qχ¯φi Qiχ¯φ+ Y u¯χHi u¯iχH˜ + h.c. (A.45)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.46)
This model leads to operator O4b.
A.3.2 O24 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ + χ¯ with quantum
numbers
φ ∼ (1, 1, 1), χ ∼
(
3, 1,−1
3
)
. (A.47)
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+md¯χ,id¯iχ+ Y LLφij LiLjφ+ Y QχHi Qiχ¯H˜ + Y u¯χφi u¯iχφ+ h.c. (A.48)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.49)
This model leads to operator O4b.
A.3.3 O34 Model
This model is the same model as O73 and O22. It also leads to operator O4b.
A.4 Operator O8 = Ld¯e¯†u¯†H
The SU(2)L structure of the operator is given by
Lαd¯e¯†u¯†Hβαβ (A.50)
and the corresponding neutrino mass diagram is shown in Fig. 11. The flavour structure of
the operator is
κO8ijklL
α
i d¯j e¯
†
ku¯
†
lH
βαβ (A.51)
and the neutrino mass matrix is
(mν)ij ' κO8ikjl(m†dmu)klm`j I (A.52)
with the loop integral I. The proportionality to the product of the charged fermion mass
matrices (m†dmu)klm`j introduces a hierarchy, which might require more generations of new
particles unless it can be compensated by other Yukawa couplings. The UV completions
are listed in Tab. 11.
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Figure 11: Neutrino mass from O8.
A.4.1 O18 Model
This is the same model as O43.
A.4.2 O28 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼
(
3, 2,
1
6
)
, χ ∼
(
1, 2,−1
2
)
. (A.53)
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+mLχ,iLiχ¯+ Y Ld¯φij Lid¯jφ+ Y d¯χφi d¯iχφ+ Y u¯χφi u¯iχ¯φ+ Y e¯χHi e¯iχH˜ + h.c.
(A.54)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.55)
A.4.3 O38 Model
The model contains a complex scalar φ and a Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯ with quantum numbers
φ ∼
(
3, 2,
1
6
)
, χ ∼
(
3, 2,
7
6
)
. (A.56)
The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L = LY − V is given by
−LY = mχχ¯χ+ Y Ld¯φij Lid¯jφ+ Y u¯χHi u¯iχH˜ + Y e¯χ¯φi e¯iχ¯φ+ h.c. (A.57)
V = µ2φφ†φ+ λφ(φ†φ)2 + λHφH†Hφ†φ . (A.58)
A.4.4 O48 Model
This is the same model as O83.
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A.5 Operator O′1 = LLH˜HHH
The only possible non-trivial SU(2)L structure is
O′1 =
[
LLH˜
]
4
[HHH]4 = L
{αLβH˜γ}H{α
′
Hβ
′
Hγ
′}αα′ββ′γγ′ (A.59)
where the fields in the brackets [. . . ]n are uniquely contracted to the SU(2)L representation
of dimension n. The contraction of three doublets to a quadruplet is symmetric, which is
indicated by curly brackets in the last term. The operator has to be completely symmetric
under the exchange of the Higgs doublets.
There is one minimal UV completion of the operator O′1 = LLH˜HHH if we do not
allow any fields which lead to the usual seesaw models or consider additional Higgs doublets
in the external legs. The model contains one complex scalar φ and one Dirac fermion χ+ χ¯
with
χ ∼ (1, 3,−1) , φ ∼
(
1, 4,
3
2
)
. (A.60)
This model has been studied in Ref. [46]. The additional interaction Lagrangian ∆L =
LY − V is given by
−LY = Y χLHi χ¯
[
LiH˜
]
3
+ µχχ¯χ+ Y
Lχφ
i [Liχ]4 φ+ h.c. (A.61)
V = µ2φφ˜φ+ λφ,1 [φφ]3
[
φ˜φ˜
]
3
+ λφ,2 [φφ]7
[
φ˜φ˜
]
7
+
(
κ [HHH]4 φ˜+ h.c.
)
+ λHφ,1
[
H˜H
]
1
[
φ˜φ
]
1
+ λHφ,2
[
H˜H
]
3
[
φ˜φ
]
3
. (A.62)
There are only two quartic couplings for φ, since the singlet as well as the quintuplet are
in the anti-symmetric part of the Kronecker product of two quadruplets. When H obtains
a VEV, the coupling κ will automatically lead to a VEV of φ because of the linear term in
φ. Thus an experimental constraint from the ρ parameter applies.
B Lepton-Flavour Violation
We only give the new contributions and refer the reader to Ref. [99] for the remaining terms
and definitions of the interaction Hamiltonians and matrix elements.
B.1 LFV Rare Decay µ→ eγ
In the limit of a vanishing electron mass, there is an additional contribution to the left-
handed part given by
σYR21 =
mµ
16pi2
Y Lχ¯φ∗2 Y
Lχ¯φ
1
m2φ
3 + 2t− 7t2 + 2t3 − 2(t− 4) ln t
4(1− t)4 . (B.1)
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B.2 LFV Rare Decay µ− → e−e+e−
The only new contributions are the additional term in the real photon contribution, the
γ-penguin contribution as well as the box-contribution
AY ;L1 =
Y Lχ¯φ∗2 Y
Lχ¯φ
1
384pi2m2φ
(t− 1)(22 + t(13t− 41)− 2(8− 12t+ t3) ln t)
(1− t)4 , (B.2)
AY ;R1 = 0 , (B.3)
AY ;L,R2 =
σL21,R21
mµ
, (B.4)
BL1 =
3
(
Y Lχ¯φ1
)2
Y Lχ¯φ∗1 Y
Lχ¯φ∗
2
64pi2e2m2φ
1− t2 + 2t ln t
(1− t)3 , (B.5)
BR1 = B
L,R
2,3,4 = 0 . (B.6)
There is no new contribution to the Z-penguin.
B.3 µ↔ e Conversion in Nuclei
Similarly to µ → eee, there is no new Z-penguin contribution, but only a contribution to
the γ-penguin and the box diagram. We neglect the box contribution, as it is neglibly small
compared to the two penguin contributions:
gY,γLV (d) = −
2
3
√
2e2AY,L1 , g
γ
LV (u) =− 2gLV (d) . (B.7)
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